The 2014 Saint Paul
Almanac:
★

is dedicated to the memory of
Bertha Givins, a Saint Paul writer
and beloved Rondo neighborhood
storyteller.

★

features stories and poems from
more than 100 local writers,
including Joyce Sutphen, Heid
Erdrich, Yusef Mgeni, Carol
Connolly, Harriet Bishop,
Emmanuel Ortiz, Garrison Keillor,
IBé Kaba, Margot Galt, Connie
Wanek, and many more!

★

includes over 250 beautiful, fullcolor photographs and illustrations
by local artists in an updated,
contemporary design by Judy
Gilats that features a user-friendly
datebook, enhanced city listings,
and full-page images!

★

proudly presents larger prints of
its hand-drawn maps of the city of
Saint Paul and Downtown by
illustrator Roberta Avidor—now 50
percent bigger than previous editions!

Stay in Touch:
Web: www.saintpaulalmanac.org
Facebook: facebook.com/saintpaulalmanac
Twitter: @stpaulalmanac
Please use hashtag #Almanac2014 on social media
★ Publicity Contact: Nigel Parry, 646.812.0897, nigel@saintpaulalmanac.org
MEDIA IMAGES: One-click download, zip file of artwork, including the book cover,
sample page spreads, and other artwork & photos from the 2014 Almanac:
http://saintpaulalmanac.org/media/2014-SPA-MEDIA-IMAGES.zip

The Saint Paul Almanac in the Press:
★ Winner in the 2012 Travel and 2013 Culture categories of
the Midwest Book Awards
“It’s a collection of writing. It’s a datebook. It’s a guide to entertainment and events. Our
favorite home-grown hybrid is back.... This is a book to be cherished by everyone who loves
St. Paul.” — Saint Paul Pioneer Press
“A diverse mix of tributes, commentary, and comedy from students, longtime residents,
new immigrants, journalists, and nostalgic ex-Saint Paul residents.” — Minneapolis City
Pages
“A compendium of local event calendars, resources and tips, combined with personal
stories, history and secrets. All that, and plenty of room to scribble your own plans, insights
and lists.” — Minneapolis Star Tribune
“Every city should have such respect and fondness for itself.” — Dallas Morning News
“...a datebook with a difference... a welter of stories from all of the ethnic groups and
ages that make up the capital city... [this] fusion of multiethnic, history-and-culture-rich,
hyperlocal storytelling is resonating.... There are Saint-Paul-themed poems by established
and unknown poets, essays by up-and-coming novelists, reminiscences by old-timers. As the
days pass, the reader/user of the Almanac gets a richer and richer image of Saint Paul as a
hub of human experience, a place where, for nearly two centuries, people from far-flung
places have come together to share space and history.” — The Line (Twin Cities)
“Important dates and even cheese-curd haikus. Pig’s Eye never seemed crazier.”
— Minnesota Monthly
“Just about the most comprehensive book about Saint Paul you’ll ever need” — Saint Paul
Pioneer Press
“A practical, informative, and at times personal reference of all things St. Paul”
— Minneapolis City Pages

Above: Lowertown detail from Downtown Saint Paul Map, credit: Roberta Avidor. Below: Sample poem page.
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